March 9, 2017

GROWERS MARKET ANNUAL MEETING
The Growers Market annual meeting will be on Friday,
April 21st (the day before Earth Day), upstairs in the
Growers Market building. Watch this space for the exact
time, though the meeting will probably start around
6 pm. Now would be a good time for people to think about
becoming a member of the Growers Market board of
directors, which the annual meeting will choose.
GROWERS MONEY
The Growers Market food co-op lost $6,370 in 2016,
compared to being $11,022 on the minus side in 2015. The
co-op sales were $28,202 less in 2016 ($250,548 in 2016
versus $278,750 in 2015). To properly compare 2016 and
2015, we need to take into account the fact the board had
the co-op stop paying the $500 per month contribution to
the general fund for the last three months of 2015, and the
moratorium extended though all of 2016. Hence, to compare
2015 and 2016 we should add $1,500 to the loss for 2015,
and add $6,000 to the figure for 2016. So the co-op really
did only $152 better in 2016, compared to the previous year.
From 2004 to 2016, the plus/minus for the co-op (the socalled "bottom line") has been: for 2004: plus $3,788; for
2005: plus $6,095; for 2006: minus $5,831; for 2007: minus
$4,775; for 2008: plus $13,805; for 2009: plus $5,564; for
2010: minus $5,215; for 2011: plus $8,010; for 2012:
minus $2,776; for 2013: minus $4,075; for 2014: minus
$4,041; for 2015: minus $11,022; for 2016: minus $6,370.
--Milton

Send submissions to garbanzo@lists.opn.org. Newsletter copy deadline
is 5:00 pm Wednesday. Market hours are Tuesdays 5:30-7:30pm;
Thursdays 2:30 to 7:30 pm and Fridays 10:00 am to 6:30 pm. An
orientation to Growers is held each Thursday at 1:30. The Growers
email list includes an electronic banzo, events notices, and other misc
info. growers@lists.opn.org To subscribe via email, send a message to
growers-join@lists.opn.org Growers Market: 541-687-1145.

